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Task 1                (approx. 30 min) 

1.1 a) What are the function units of a CPU like von Neumann? 
b) Write down the 4 most important registers inside of the CPU. 
c) What needs a CPU more to work properly?  

1.2 Why it is useful to switch on/off the peripherals of a microcontroller? 
 

1.3 a) What’s the common use of the System Tick Counter? 
 
b) Is the System Tick Counter part of the built in NXP peripherals?  
 
c) Does the System Tick Counter counts up or down? 
 

1.4 Analyze the C-Code to use the A/D-Converter for fCPU=120MHZ: 

#include <LPC17xx.h> 
int main (void){ 
LPC_SC->PCONP |= (1 << 12); 
LPC_SC->PCLKSEL0 |= (3<<24); 
LPC_ADC->ADCR= (1<<21) | (1<<16) | (14<<8) | 153; 
} 

a) In which Mode the A/D-Converter runs? 

b) How long takes a conversion of one channel? 

c)  Which channels are converted? 
Write down all channels (time ordered from left to right). 

d) Is it possible to use the polling mode to read out the results?  
 
e) In which registers and bits do you find the peripheral pending bits for all 
converted channels?  

f) What happens, if you forgot/ didn’t execute the C-line  
“LPC_SC->PCONP |= (1 << 12);”? 
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1.5 You get the function “char* lcd_dez()” as an example to analyze: 

 
char* lcd_dez(uint16_t val) { static char text_string[6];  

unsigned char asc[] = "0123456789"; 
text_string[0] = asc[(val/10000 )%10];  
text_string[1] = asc[(val/1000 )%10];  
text_string[2] = asc[(val/100 )%10];  
text_string[3] = asc[(val/10  )%10];  
text_string[4] = asc[(val/1  )%10]; 
text_string[5] = 0; return (text_string); } //end lcd_dez() 

 
The field text_string starts at the memory location 0x1007C044 
the parameter val has the value 0xFFFE; 

a) How many address bits are needed to select an address in a 4G*8 
memory? 

b) What’s the result of “(val/1000)%10”?  

c) What is the address of the field element text_string[3] ?  
 

d) Write down the next 3 bytes in the memory up from the memory 
address: &text_string[3] in hex like: 0x01, 0x02  
 

e) What’s the reason for the line “text_string[5] = 0;”? 

 

f) What’s the reason for type static in “static char text_string[6];”? 
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Task 2 :                (approx. 30 min) 

An encoder with the signal characteristics shown below is connected to port pin P0.24 
with signal A and to port pin P1.28 with signal B. The pullup and pulldown resistors for 
the input port pins P0.24 and P1.28 must be deactivated. 
The frequency of the A signal and B signal is in a range of 0..10Hz 

The figure below shows the signals when turning the encoder: 

1. clockwise (CW): rising edge of signal A occurs a quarter of a period before rising 
edge of signal B . Signal B is low at the rising edge of signal A. 

2. counter clockwise (CCW): rising edge of signal B occurs a quarter of a period 
before rising edge of signal A. Signal B is high at the rising edge of signal A 

 

With the rising edge of signal A a capture interrupt of a standard timer is to be 
triggered. With the level of B at the rising edge of signal A a global variable “int32_t 
count” must be increment (direction CW) or decrement (direction CCW). 
 
The frequency of the signal A has to be measured and must be written to a global 
variable “uint32_t freq” in the range 0<=freq<=1000 with 1000 means 10,00 Hz. 
 
The standard timer must run with a frequency of 1kHz and must start at each rising 
edge of signal A with the counter value TC=0 (1MHz≤fCPU ≤120MHz). 

Check in main() in while(1) the value of the standard timer. If no rising edges of the 
signal A occurs after 1 second set the global variable “unit32_t freq” to 0, stop and 
reset the standard timer. 
 

 
2.1 
 
 

Write “int main (void)” with all necessary C-code, definitions and declarations. 
You can use the reset state of all registers. 

2.2 Write the interrupt handler of the capture interrupt with all necessary C-code, 
definitions and declarations which is called at each rising edge of signal A. 
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Task 3 :                 (approx. 30 min) 

To output values to the four 7segments with the LPC1769 as in lab6 which are 
connected to the I2C1 Bus (bus bitrate=100KHz) you must use the following C Code:  
 
#include <LPC17xx.h> 
#include <I2C.h> 
#define Seg7_I2C_ADDR 0x38 
uint8_t count=71; 
int32_t ret=0; 
uint8_t status; 
 
void out_7seg (uint8_t seg1,uint8_t seg2,uint8_t seg3,uint8_t seg4){ 
uint8_t seg[10]={0x3F,0x06,0x5B,0x4F,0x66,0x6D,0x7D,0x07,0x7F,0x6F}; 
uint8_t sbuf [5];  
sbuf[0] = 0x01; 
sbuf[1] = seg [(seg1&0xF)]|(seg1&0x80); 
sbuf[2] = seg [(seg2&0xF)]|(seg2&0x80); 
sbuf[3] = seg [(seg3&0xF)]|(seg3&0x80); 
sbuf[4] = seg [(seg4&0xF)]|(seg4&0x80); 
ret=I2C1Write (Seg7_I2C_ADDR, sbuf, 5);} 
 
int main(void){ 
uint8_t sbuf[2]; 
I2C1_Init(); 
sbuf[0]=0;sbuf[1]=0x17; 
ret=I2C1Write(Seg7_I2C_ADDR,sbuf,2); 
out_7seg (((99-count)/10)%10,((99-count)%10)|0x80,(count/10)%10,count%10); 
while(1);} 
 
 
 
3.1 Which electrical mode of the output ports you must use for the bus lines?  

 
3.2 How many bits contain the slave address of an I2C Bus? 

 
3.3 Write down all data bits (time ordered from left to right without start and stop bit) 

on the bus line SDA1 by the first call of I2C1Write in main(): 
“ret=I2C1Write(Seg7_I2C_ADDR,sbuf,2);” 
 
Mark the slave address in this list (please underscore the appropriate bits). 
Mark the Acknowledge Bits in this list (please use an arrow with “ACK”). 
Mark the R/W-Bits in this list (please use an arrow with “RW”). 
 
 

3.4 How the slave recognize a stop of a bus transfer after complete receiving of all 
data bits from the master? 
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3.5 Now disconnect the slave from the bus for a test and reset the processor. 

 
Now set a breakpoint at the line “ret=I2C1Write(Seg7_I2C_ADDR,sbuf,2);” after 
“I2C1_Init();”and start the program again. 
Now execute the line “ret=I2C1Write(Seg7_I2C_ADDR,sbuf,2);”  
 
Write down all data bits (time ordered from left to right without start and stop bit) 
you measure on the bus line SDA1. 
 

3.6 Why it is correct to use the same variable name “sbuf” in main() and in the 
function void out_7seg()? 
 

3.7 a) How many data bytes you will send over the I2C Bus by the call of: 
out_7seg (((99-count)/10)%10,((99-count)%10)|0x80,(count/10)%10,count%10); 
 
b) List all this bytes you sent (left order first) in hex: eg.: 0x01 0x20 … 
 
c) How many rising edges of the clock line you can measure on the bus (without 
start- and stop condition) 
 
d) How many Acknowledge bits are in all this sent bits  
 
e) How long takes the bus transfer for all this bytes?  
 

3.8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To read out the status byte of the slave you must read one byte like the 
description below without any write transfer before. 
Write the C-code to read out the status byte and write it to the existing variable 
“uint8_t status”. 

 
 

3.9 
 
 

How the slave recognize that the master don't need more bytes in a read 
transfer? 

 
  




